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[...More...] RedEye Error Tracker is
a standalone error tracking and
reporting solution. It helps you

track user error trends and report
user errors to your management. It
is designed to work with websites

and web applications built in
ASP.NET or ASP.NET MVC

frameworks. RedEye Error Tracker
does not produce any log files for

its own errors. Rather, RedEye
Error Tracker can work with your

log files to produce customized
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reports and visualizations. It can
also communicate with many third-

party services (such as external
databases, websites, etc.) to track
real-time information. RedEye

Error Tracker can also track general
errors such as logout, password

reset, form submission, or any user
error. It is also compatible with

Windows apps and Mac OS X apps.
RedEye Error Tracker Description:
[...More...] RoRGen is a command-
line utility that generates Ruby on

Rails source code. It can be used to
perform tasks that you can't
perform by the usual Rails

commands. It can work with Rails
2.3 or later. It can also work with

Ruby 1.8, Ruby 1.9, and Rubinius.
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RoRGen's output is a proper Ruby
on Rails source code that has the

same structure as Rails, so you can
work with it just as you would with

Rails. RoRGen's output is not
binary or a “rubyified” source code

because it is generated by the
traditional Ruby script included in
RoRGen. RoRGen Description:

[...More...] SmartPhotoCache is a
tool for simplifying the generation

of image thumbnails in web
applications and web services. It

allows developers to take advantage
of the power of existing image

management techniques, such as
plugins in image editing software,

advanced image processing
algorithms, and even the power of
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content delivery networks to
simplify the creation of thumbnails.

SmartPhotoCache also helps
developers reduce the size of

images, load images faster, and
improve the quality of the image
that is loaded. SmartPhotoCache
can work with a variety of image

file formats. It also provides
features for working with large

numbers of images and large image
sizes, such as JPEG, JPEG 2000,

GIF, PNG, and TIFF.
SmartPhotoCache Description:

[...More...] Summary Did this demo
download from Addons.org? The
demo was not downloaded from

Addons.org by any user. Frequently
Asked Questions Is the demo
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Canaware DevAssistant Download

Canaware DevAssistant help you
accelerate your application

development. Currently, there are
five tools included in this release,
they are: -.NET Resource Editor -

Creates and manages the.NET
resource files visually; - Regular

Expression Checker - Manages and
tests your useful regular expressions

interactively; - Thumbnail Image
Maker - Creates thumbnail images
for your web applications quickly

and easily; - GUID Generator -
Generates a GUID in lowercase or
uppercase; - RSA Key Generator -
Generates the public and private

key pair for RSA algorithm; Fully
navigate between 5 tools in
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Windows Explorer; Intuitive in-
built GUID, key pairs, RSA and
resource editors; Manage project
files (aspx, ascx, asmx, axd, js)
directly in the project window;

.NET enum; .NET dataSet,
dataTable and dataGrid .NET

datagrid and detail grid; WPF -
>Visual Studio 2010 - >WPF; .NET

source code; E.g: WinForms,
HTML, HTML/CSS,

HTML/ASPX, ASP.NET, AJAX.
Features and Functions: Notepad++

Controls: .NET Extensions
SyntaxHighlighter with Thumbnail
images to preview your code; .NET
COM Type Import; Ctrl+F result in
case insensitive searches; Ctrl+M to
bookmark the selected text; Open
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and close with the.NET IDE; Free
memory with the GC; Form on the
same level as the web form; ..NET

for WPF; Keyboard Shortcuts:
Ctrl+Alt+Enter to open the.NET

IDE; Ctrl+Shift+I to open an
existing code-behind; Ctrl+Shift+K

to bookmark; Ctrl+Alt+Enter to
open the project window;

Ctrl+Shift+Alt+B to build the web;
Ctrl+Alt+P to open the properties
window; Ctrl+Shift+C to copy the
current project to the clipboard;

Ctrl+Shift+X to copy the selected
lines to the clipboard;

Ctrl+Shift+W to copy the selected
lines to the clipboard; Resize the
code window to the.NET code;

Open or save the.NET project files
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directly in the project window; The
Integrated.NET Build Manager;
The Integrated.NET Assembly
Browser; The Integrated.NET

Profiler; The Integrated 09e8f5149f
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Canaware DevAssistant 

In this article, I will introduce to
you three open source tools in
Canaware Development Server
including Canaware Development
Server, Canaware Development
Assistant and Canaware Web
Design Assistant. Canaware Web
Design Assistant helps the web
designers to automatically generate
CMS navigation, blog, news, forum,
FAQ from the XML source file.
Canaware Development Server can
be used to create and update custom
websites quickly and efficiently. It
supports all ASP.NET development
technologies such as ASP.NET,
ASP.NET MVC, ASP.NET AJAX,
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ADO.NET and.NET Framework
3.5. Canaware Development
Assistant can be used to create a
form web application such as order
confirm page and order registration
page easily and quickly, dynamic
web form and web database.
Canaware Resource Editor is a
Visual Studio extension that lets
you add or remove resources
without manually editing
the.resources.targets project file.
Canaware Resource Editor provides
a user interface that allows you to
access the content of
the.resources.targets file and
quickly add or remove a resource
without opening it. Currently, it
supports the following resource
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files: o W3C Flat RTF Markup o
HTML Sitemap Generator o Html5
Web Sitemap Generator o Amazon
S3 and Dropbox for images storage
o Dropbox and Sharefiles for
Images o YouTube S3 and
Sharefiles for embedding player o
Wordpress Images Hello, thank you
very much for the demos,this is
very useful. I have one small
question I have some unorder to
add to an existing order from a
CMS. I could create a new order,
but I want to add order data from a
specific CMS I wrote the new
order, but I just can´t save it. Is it
possible to add information to
existing orders? So I cannot edit the
existing order... thanks for your
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help Hello, we have a requirement
where our corporate portal has it's
own web help desk. Our mobile app
user shall be able to log a request in
the help desk which shall then be
automatically created on the
registered portal. The web help
desk should notify us through SMS
and email when a new request is
created. This can easily be done
with the following web host
provider: I really don't know how to
accomplish this with the self-hosted
HP Q&A solution. Do you know of
another way

What's New In Canaware DevAssistant?

Canaware DevAssistant helps you
accelerate your application
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development by providing a visual
tool to create and manage the.NET
resource files for your application.
It can significantly reduce the
development time. Other tools you
need for Visual Studio, such as the
File menu, can be used directly
from this tool. What's more, this
tool is helpful for anyone who want
to create, manage and test the
regular expressions. You can use
this tool to create, manage and test
some useful regular expressions for
your web applications. In addition,
you can easily create, manage and
test the images quickly and easily.
And of course, it can generate
GUID and RSA key pair.Vessels
are no stranger in life. They start as
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trees, plants and rocks, and
gradually turn into animals.
However, no creatures are as lively
as us humans. With all our brawn
and brains, we can bend, stretch and
shape everything around us. But
often, our creativity can be stifled
by the limitations of our vessels,
our bodies. At the same time, our
vessels can be bent, stretched and
shaped by the brilliant minds in the
building industry, whose creations
can be unlimited. It is then that we
would like to list our Top 5
Buildings that We Love the Most in
Under Construction. 1.
Philharmonic Center by MVRDV
The Philharmonic Center is the
natural evolution of London’s
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Southbank Centre. It is the
brainchild of MVRDV, an
architecture studio that has built
multiple iconic structures across the
world. The open and simple design
allows the floating of layers of
buildings and spaces, each echoing
the surrounding buildings and river.
2. Tilted Meso by Peter Zumthor
Artist, Peter Zumthor designed the
Tilted Meso, a massive structure
that bends into a sloping form. It’s a
jaw-dropping feat of engineering,
that can be seen from miles away.
Tilted Meso won the World
Architecture Festival Award in
2004 and was described as a “large
work of art.” 3. Liho by Felix &
Paul Liho is a suspended apartment
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building, making the entire complex
float over the ground. Liho has
been awarded several international
design awards, including the 2014
Aga Khan Award for Architecture,
the Mies van der Rohe Award
2015, and the Rem Koolhaas
Award, which recognises the
building’s sheer design. 4. The
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System Requirements:

Minimum: OS: Windows Vista
Processor: 2.8GHz Memory: 2 GB
RAM Graphics: Intel HD Graphics
3000 Network: Broadband Internet
connection DirectX: Version 9.0
Storage: 500 MB available space
Additional Notes: Game can be
installed at two different locations.
The first option is Program
Files\Midway
Games\Aquabounty\Spartan
Assault\ for those gamers who have
Windows 7 installed. This path will
be automatically detected during
installation of the game. In order to
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